The impact of high pressure and temperature on bacterial spores: inactivation mechanisms of Bacillus subtilis above 500 MPa.
High-pressure thermal sterilization (HPTS) is an emerging technology to produce shelf stable low acid foods. Pressures below 300 MPa can induce spore germination by triggering germination receptors. Pressures above 500 MPa could directly induce a Ca+2-dipicolinic acid (DPA) release, which triggers the cortex-lytic enzymes (CLEs). It has been argued that the activated CLEs could be inactivated under HPTS conditions. To test this claim, a wild-type strain and 2 strains of Bacillus subtilis spores lacking germinant receptors and one of 2 CLEs were treated simultaneously from 550 to 700 MPa and 37 to 80 C (slow compression) and at 60 to 80 C up to 1 GPa (fast compression). Besides, an additional heat treatment to determine the amount of germinated cells, we added TbCl3 to detect the amount of DPA released from the spore core via fluorescent measurement. After pressure treatment for 120 min at 550 MPa and 37 °C, no inactivation was observed for the wild-type strain. The amount of released DPA correlated to the amount of germinated spores, but always higher compared to the belonging cell count after pressure treatment. The release of DPA and the increase of heat-sensitive spores confirm that the inactivation mechanism during HPTS passes through the physiological states: (1) dormancy, (2) activation, and (3) inactivation. As the intensity of treatment increased, inactivation of all spore strains also strongly increased (up to -5.7 log10), and we found only a slight increase in the inactivation of one of the CLE (sleB). Furthermore, above a certain threshold pressure, temperature became the dominant influence on germination rate. The continuous increase of high-pressure (HP) research over the last several decades has already generated an impressive number of commercially available HP pasteurized products. Furthermore, research helped to provoke the certification of a pressure-assisted thermal sterilization process by the U.S. FDA in February 2009. However, this promising sterilization technology has not yet been applied in industrial settings. An improved understanding of spore inactivation mechanisms and the ability to calculate desired inactivation levels will help to make this technology available for pilot studies and commercialization at an industrial scale. Moreover, if the synergy between pressure and elevated temperature on the inactivation rate could be identified, clarification of the underlying inactivation mechanism during HP thermal sterilization could help to further optimize the process of this emerging technology.